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Chapter 1

Introduction

The Fifth Generation Mobile Communication Promotion Forum (5GMF) is publishing
this report in order to provide information on the desired test contents and plans of the
upcoming 5G Systems Integrated Verification Trial in Japan, which the 5GMF is
facilitating. The 5G System Integrated Verification Trial Group (5G-TPG) was formed in
order to further study these points and the results published here represent the outcome of
their work.
Chapter 2 groups more than 40 proposals from the 5G Utilization Project, generated
mainly from members of the 5G-TPG, into following six broad categories that were decided
upon after discussion by the 5G-TPG:
 Entertainment
 Safe and secure society prevented from crime and natural disasters
 Logistics, agricultural and fisheries, offices, factories
 Remote controlled and managed devices such as robots and drones
 Connected cars, autonomous and remote driving
 High data-rate and reliable communication for high speed mobile
These utilizations of 5G as described by the 5G Utilization Project come out of the
technological foundations of 5G technology, which are described in the published 5GMF
White Paper, “5G Mobile Communications Systems for 2020 and Beyond”. An overview of
this 5G Utilization Project report will be provided in the 5GMF White Paper [1].
Other 5G Utilization Projects in the same field and the broader fields in addition to the
5G Utilization Projects described in the 5G-TPG’s report can be proposed and will being
investigated by 5GMF. The Ministry Internal Affairs and Communications (MIC) Roundtable Conference on Radio Policies 2020 Report discussed nine different fields where
vertical industries (industries exploiting 5G) are categorized as the utilization field of the
next generation mobile services. (see Fig. 1)
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Fig. 1 Nine fields from the MIC Round-table Conference on Radio Policies 2020 Report.
This figure provides examples of some practical uses of beyond uses for smartphone
consumers, including health care, agriculture, finance, transportation, and various other
industrial uses. By unearthing basic needs of industrial applications, such as improving
operation efficiency of various industries or making connections increasingly convenient as
well as confronting new problems of an advanced industrial nation like Japan, such as a
low birth rate rapidly aging society or the decrease in the working population, 5G will not
only promote market and industrial growth but will become another tool to help solve
social issues.
However, if only those involved in wireless industries attempt to lead 5G R&D and
promotion, it will be impossible to uncover the true needs of a diverse range of industrial
applications. And it is important to look for specific recommendations and receive
proposals from those industries who will actually use these applications. Therefore, we
also held application ideathons at public events, which gave us the opportunity to bring
new ideas to the forefront of our vision. (see Fig. 2)
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Fig. 2 Public 5G application ideathons.
Looking at Fig. 2, the middle section shows how experts in in wireless industries
introduce 5G technologies in ways that are easily understood by the general public.
Surrounding that are various other industrial applications of 5G. As the awareness of
these technologies is high among those using ICT, the quality of ideas among the collected
proposals was very good. This means there is a high level of public understanding among
those who use these industrial applications.
In addition, user surveys were conducted by the 5GMF Application Committee. The
ways of thinking of the generation of smartphone natives opened a “different dimension” of
new ideas from newly discovered needs, beyond the needs of vertical industries. Therefore,
we need to add an additional area in Fig. 2, a “smartphone native student area” that must
also be researched.
The public 5G ideathons are one way to collaborate with the public to uncover the real
needs of users as well as encourage more awareness generally about 5G. Therefore, as the
number of these meetings increase, discussions around 5G will also deepen, ultimately
increasing the general public’s awareness in 5G.
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Chapter 2

5G Utilization Project

2.1 Entertainment
【Overview】
The 5G Utilization Projects in this section “Entertainment” foresee 5G’s ultra-high
speeds, its high capacities, and ultra-low latency will provide users with experiences up
until now they have been unable to enjoy.
What this means in concrete terms is offering users ultra-high definition 8K video
transmissions including live broadcasting/multicasting and high-presence multimedia
data transmissions in which videos are taken by multiple cameras from multiple different
points of view, which meet user needs.
Video and data will be delivered to users not only through devices like smartphones and
tablets but through the use of head mounted displays and large high-definition signage
that require ultra-high-speed data transmissions.
These services will be offered where users congregate, such as concert or event venues,
stadiums and race tracks like those used at the Olympics. These services will also be able
to offer users the chance to experience and participate in events remotely that they cannot
attend in person.
In addition, utilizing virtual reality, history and art museums will also be able to provide
remote experiences, hold remote chats from multiple locations, and hold remote
competitions and games and as well as provide full body experiences from festival
locations.
It is planned to provide some of the above mentioned services as part of a new
entertainment experience to be able to more deeply enjoy the 2020 Tokyo Olympics and
Paralympics.

2.1.1 Large Screen High Definition Signage Services
【Overview】
Technology improvement of mobile devices is rapidly progressing. In the 2020s, higher
definition and multi-positioning will become popular for image collection, storage, and
viewing. Especially, very large capacity image data will be delivered in dense environment
such as stadiums, railway stations, and airports. High definition on demand video delivery
methods are one of the most important technologies for wireless digital signage with easy
assembled.

【Field】
② Entertainment (Games/Tourism)

【Supported Technology】

Multi-User MIMO ([1] 11.3.4 Information of technical works related to MIMO or
multiple antenna technologies)
Adaptive high definition 4K/8K video delivery method, taking into account variable
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bitrates due to the wireless channel condition.

Fig. 2.1.1.1 Image of wireless signage system.

【Evaluation Model (Use Cases)】
eMBB - Dense urban

【Trial Environment】

Large scale open spaces in stations, airports, and buildings

【Trial Schedule】

Year One: Preparation of trial platform, connection test with wired/wireless condition
Year Two: Verification trials of SDM transmission in indoor open spaces
Year Three: Verification trials in different locations, with various parameters such as
the number of users and distances

【Relevant Industries】




Content delivery providers
Rail and airport operators
Video equipment makers

【Projected Results】

Using large capacity of 5G, many video images can be delivered simultaneously to
displays located within 10 meters in indoor environment. Because number of super high
definition 4K/8K images can be displayed simultaneously, various user needs about video
transmission will be realized.

2.1.2 Mobile Remote Meeting Systems
【Overview】
To be able to engage in high quality teleconferences with high-definition sound and video
while moving in a vehicle.
To be able to carry on a remote meeting without worry while moving using a technology
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that selects the most suitable RAT and uses a high capacity wireless transmission
technology of 5G cells and various wireless LANs (2.4GHz/5GHz/60GHz)

Fig. 2.1.2.1 Mobile remote meeting system.

【Field】
② Entertainment (Games/Tourism)
③ Office/Workplace

【Technological Support】
1.

2.

3.

High Capacity Wireless Transmission Technology
Information of technical works related to MIMO or multiple antenna technologies
([1] 11.3.4)
Multi-RAT selection technology
Information of technical works related to RAN deployment or is control schemes ([1]
11.3.5)
A selection technology that chooses the most suitable RAT using a variety of data
from the device in question (properties of the device, how fast the device is moving,
location data, historical data, etc.)
Using a transmission technology for high-definition video
 Technology to effectively use available band in wireless
It projects QoE by being able to control the video bit rate and being able to move
to different bands to use the most effective video bit rate from what is available
to be selected in any given areas various wireless quality conditions.
 Ensure network QoS using slicing
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network softwarization in 5G ([1] 12.2.2)

【Evaluation Model (Use Cases)】
eMBB - Dense Urban, Indoor

【Trial Environment】

Fixed locations: typical office/meeting rooms
Mobile locations: vans equipped with mobile devices

【Trial Schedule】

Year One: verification trials testing basic functionality and prototype applications
Year Two: verify application configuration with knowledge of basic functionality and
utility
Year Three: verify system with a focus on actual use

【Relevant Industries】



Remote meeting systems manufacturers
Wireless communication system producers

【Projected Results】

With the progress made in this verification trial companies and other organizations will
be able to revolutionize how work is done by being able to realize the objective of
conducting high quality remote meetings utilizing 5G in mobile environments or in route
to a destination.

2.1.3 Entertainment System inside Stadiums
【Overview】






The ability of spectators to choose different views inside the stadium through use of
their personal tablets and smartphones as well as touch panels built into stadium
seating
Showing in real time various scenes from inside the stadium and surrounding areas
by uploading high definition video from cameras
Utilize 5G network cells in addition to various wireless LAN networks
(2.4GHz/5GHz/60GHz) using an optimal RAT selection technology so that spectators
at a stadium can use multiple devices and cameras to upload and watch highdefinition video.
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Fig. 2.1.3.1 Entertainment system in stadium.
【Field】
① Sports (Fitness)
② Entertainment (Games/Tourism)

【Technological Support】
1.

2.

3.






High capacity wireless transmission technology
Information of technical works related to MIMO or multiple antenna technologies
([1] 11.3.4)
Multi-RAT selection
Information of technical works related to RAN deployment or is control schemes ([1]
11.3.5)
A RAT selection technology that chooses the most suitable network based on a
variety of data from the device in question (properties of the device, how fast the
device is moving, location data, historical data, etc.)
High Definition Video Transmission Technology
Technology that transmits high-definition video using a variable bit rate that makes
use of the most effective bandwidth possible from the various quality wireless
networks in a given area for a given camera-equipped device. Video transmission
technology that protects QoE through providing the optimal bitrate for customers in
a given wireless environment in or around a stadium.
Ensuring network QoS through slicing
Network softwarization in 5G ([1] 12.2.2)
Video Transmission Technology using MEC
Application of MEC ([1] 12.5.2)
Creating and transmitting video contents using MEC as a base to receive video data
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from multiple cameras.

【Evaluation Model (Use Cases)】
eMBB - Dense Urban

【Trial Environment】

Stadiums and event locations with large numbers of regular spectators

【Trial Schedule】

Year One: verification trials testing basic functionality and prototype applications
Year Two: verify application configuration with knowledge of basic functionality and
utility
Year Three: verify system with a focus on actual use

【Relevant Industries】




Wireless system producers
Audio visual equipment vendors
Content producers

【Projected Results】

Using 5G to effectively connect large numbers of devices will lead to progress to the use
of ICT in large stadiums and theme parks, which will be a concrete example for relevant
industries in uncovering new challenges and new service needs.

2.1.4 Offering Video and Data that Meets User Needs
【Overview】
User profiles and video samples can be collected from individual spectator’s cameras and
wearable devices, and with that information can deliver high definition video from the
fan’s favorite point of view while also providing individualized user information, including
information about the stadium itself, as well.
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Fig. 2.1.4.1 Offering entertainment video and data that meets user needs.

【Field】
② Entertainment (Games/Tourism)

【Technological Support】

4K/8K video and AR technology will use 5G ultra-high-speed data transmission to
display and transmit information from inside a stadium, such as HD video of what is
happening or personalized advertising for users. Massive MIMO technology will be used to
achieve these high transmission speeds: Information of technical works related to MIMO
or multiple antenna technologies ([1] 11.3.4), Information of technical works related to
RAN deployment or control schemes ([1] 11.3.5).
In addition, advertising or navigation information will be provided to individual users in
a timely manner through realizing ultra-low latency, as it will be important that providing
other users with these services does not influence the ability to provide services to
everyone else. This will be made possible through mobile edge computing and network
virtualization: Network softwarization ([1] 12.2.2), Mobile Edge Computing ([1] 12.2.5).

【Evaluation Model (Use Cases)】
eMBB - Dense Urban

【Trial Environment】

Athletic Grounds (for example, stadiums, rugby fields, etc.)

【Trial Schedule】

Year One: Basic transmission testing of the network structure and prototype
applications.
Year Two: Assessments with the goal of demonstrating high quality applications in a
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high-speed high capacity environment
Year Three: Field trials at actual athletic fields and demonstration assessments with
steadily increasing numbers of devices.

【Relevant Industries】

Broadcasting companies, video content rights holders, stadium management firms,
event organizers.

【Projected Results】

By creating new event experiences through new services that combine real world
experiences with digital ones, spectators and participants at stadium events will increase,
leading to a strengthening of the local economy around these areas.

2.1.5 5G and the “Exciting Stadium 2020”
【Overview】
Stadiums used for athletic competitions or entertainment shows will be able to collect
and analyze video from in real time from multiple camera viewpoints using wireless and
optical transmission systems through deploying a large number of small cell base stations
and wireless LAN access points. Spectators will be offered replays via on-demand and
stress free multiple camera viewpoints due to 5G’s ability to offer large capacity and low
latency.
This project needs to ensure good cost efficiency to deliver multiple camera viewpoints to
spectators. To achieve that, a multiple wireless system that can efficiently accommodate
TDM-PON systems, LTE, New RAT, wireless LAN and WiGig together will be needed. By
aiming to constructing such a multi-access control system that is efficient and can
accommodate a high capacity of users we will provide spectators with the maximum QoE.

Fig. 2.1.5.1 Sports or entertainment events held at stadiums.

【Field】
② Entertainment (Games/Tourism)
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【Technological Support】

System control technologies with wireless LAN in multi-band and multi-access layered
cells ([1] 11.3.5 (5))
Economization using PON technology ([1] 12.4.2.1)
Function splitting ([1] 12.4.2.3)
Network softwarization in 5G ([1] 12.2.2)

【Evaluation Model (Use Cases)】
eMBB - Dense urban

【Trial Environment】

Stadiums such as Meiji Jingu Baseball Stadium, Tokyo Dome

【Trial Schedule】

Year One:
 Laboratory Demonstration using PON systems and Wireless LAN access points.
 Conduct basic testing and demonstrations in stadiums of connected systems at
stadiums of LTE cellular systems and wireless LAN proposed systems consisting of
5G multi band/multiple access multilayer cell (Multi-RAT) system.
Year Two:
 Laboratory demonstrations of integrated network and server APL using PON
systems and small cell (4G) base stations.
 Conduct basic testing and demonstrations in stadiums of the new RAT tested in the
previous year with combined additional control functions of a 5G multiband/multiple access multilayer cell (Multi-RAT) architecture system.
Year Three:
 Conduct an integrated outdoor demonstration at stadiums with PON systems and
small sell base stations, in addition to multi rat cooperative control system, SND
logical control network, server APL integrated outdoor demonstration.
 Conduct testing and demonstration at multiple stadiums of the system tested in the
previous year and test and demonstrate the system technology of a 5G
multiband/multiple access multilayer cell (Multi-RAT) architecture system using a
SDN logical network and server APL system.

【Relevant Industries】

Broadcast companies, data collection and analysis firms, stadium management firms,
device vendors, base station vendors, optical network system vendors, device application
vendors.

【Projected Results】

This technology will be able to offer real time reception and delivery of statistics and
stress-free replay video.
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2.1.6 Heterogeneous Networks at Event Venues
【Overview】
Stable network environments that can handle various kinds of data traffic can be
realized at event venues where user density is high. Achieving this goal will allow
spectators and event participants to “share the excitement” through many new tools and
apps, which will create a better event experience for everyone.

【Field】
① Sports (Fitness)
② Entertainment (Games/Tourism)

【Technological Support】

Information of technical works related to modulation or coding scheme ([1] 11.3.2)
Information of technical works related to multiple access scheme, duplex scheme ([1]
11.3.3)
Information of technical works related to MIMO or multiple-antenna technologies ([1]
11.3.4)
Information of technical works related to RAN deployment or is control schemes ([1]
11.3.5)
Information of technical works related to energy saving nature ([1] 11.3.7)
Information of technical works related to RAN virtualization ([1] 11.3.8)

【Evaluation Model (Use Cases)】

eMBB - Dense Urban, Urban Micro/Macro
mMTC - Dense Urban, Urban Micro/Macro
URLLC - Dense Urban, Urban Micro/Macro

【Trial Environment】

We propose that the trial environment be at event venues or stadiums where large
crowds of spectators gather, a high density of users using 10,000 devices in an area one km
squared.
These devices include the smart phones used by spectators, as well as devices such as
wearables that officials use, and security cameras that security will use. In addition,
cameras are needed to take 4K video to be broadcast on large screens and signage in and
around the stadium. There will also be robots which will give directions to spectators,
sensors to track the weather, like the temperature, humidity, and rainfall, as well as
devices to track ID tags on tickets.
These many kinds of devices will be used at the same time at the same location and
must be offered a stable and worry-free communication environment to be used
successfully, so many different themes and environments have been selected for this trial
so we can solve problems to achieve this. (see Fig. 2.1.6.1)
There will be many kinds of traffic that will use this network, a mix of low capacity to
high capacity needed uses, are supposed, including 4K video, images, murmuring, voice
and text messaging, other types of data, such as maps of the stadium or results from the
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action on the field, robot control signals, other types of sensing data.

Fig. 2.1.6.1 Trial environment.
This proposed trial environment supposed a high density of users with a variety of
traffic types that can accommodate a various types of wireless communication systems and
mobile communication systems, including private networks and mobile carrier networks,
and bandwidth, including millimeter-wave and shared bandwidth. In addition, network
load reduction to assist with device to device communication is also a goal. (see Fig.
2.1.6.1)

Fig. 2.1.6.2 Trial image.
In addition, as the graphic below on bandwidth use illustrates, the trial environment
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proposes using existing mobile communication networks and existing private networks, in
addition to newly allocated frequencies for shared use of mobile communication networks
and millimeter-wave bands on private networks such as WiGig.

Fig. 2.1.6.3 Bandwidth use.

【Relevant Industries】




Radio wave use researchers,
Vendor firms,
Event management firms, including venue management firms

【Projected Results】

Ultimately, this new technology will not only help events to be run smoothly and
managed easily, but will allow participants to “share the excitement” with each other by
offering various tools which will lead to a better experience for everyone.

2.1.7 Using 5G to Create a Virtual Museum Experience
【Overview】
5G’s high speeds will give people the opportunity to have a virtual experience at history,
science, and art museums, as well as circuses and casinos, even if they are unable to go in
person. 5G’s special characteristics, its high speeds as well as its capability for handling
high capacities, will offer virtual reality experiences by delivering HD video and audio
through head mounted displays and HD tablets. 3D virtual spaces can also be constructed,
offering participants the ability to view cultural and artistic objects from different points of
view, different angles, and with light sources, for example, making interactive experiences
possible.
Other services that can be offered to give users a more enjoyable experience include:
museums providing more easily understood explanations, casinos providing more kinds of
experiences, close-ups, and odds databases, etc. Many new services like these will be
offered.

【Field】
② Entertainment (Games/Tourism)
⑤ Smart House/Life (Daily Goods/Communications)
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Fig. 2.1.7.1 HD virtual entertainment experiences.

【Technological Support】

4K/8K video will be able to be transmitted through 5G’s ultra-high-speed transmission
capabilities, allowing museums to provide users HD video. Massive MIMO technologies
will be used to make this a reality: Information of technical works related to MIMO or
multiple antenna technologies ([1] 11.3.4), Information of technical works related to RAN
deployment or control schemes ([1] 11.3.5).
In addition, many channels with HD audio and video will need to be transmitted
efficiently, so processing latency and power consumption will need to be reduced to realize
highly compressed wireless transmission of video and voice data. In addition, RF
technology to miniaturize the size of wearable devices like head mounted displays for
enjoying HD video and audio is also needed. Interactive access technology and automatic
video editing software technology are also needed.

【Evaluation Model (Use Cases)】
eMBB - Indoor, Dense Urban

【Trial Environment】

Event locations, museums, convention centers, and casinos.

【Trial Schedule】

Year One: Build the experimental design, create basic content.
Year Two: Field test of 5G high speed transmissions, create perfect contents for use.
Year Three: Field test of ultra-high speeds and low latency transmissions with 5G

【Relevant Industries】

Entertainment related firms, museums, cultural organizations, image device
manufacturers (cameras, HD display), sound and sensing equipment manufacturers,
receiver manufactures, 3D interactive content creators, game designers

【Projected Results】

The ability to offer remote virtual experiences at anytime, anywhere in the world when
the users wants to, by providing ultra-realistic contents including 4K/8K video, via 5G
networks. These experiences can be provided inexpensively while also promoting to
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participate in the actual experience, as well.

2.1.8 Dynamic Hot Spot Services
【Overview】
Network resources will need to be offered dynamically n areas with large amounts of
traffic, such as stadiums with sports spectators or concert goers or disaster areas, in order
to maintain application quality of service. In addition, as traffic levels change, network
resources will also need to be allocated optimally and power conservation be maintained.
• Emergencies
• Evacuations

• Sports Stadium
• Concert Venues

• Time Changes

Fig. 2.1.8.1 Dynamic hot spot services.

【Field】
② Entertainment (Games/Tourism)

【Technological Support】

Many people who gather in large groups around a stadium or concert venue will be
offered video delivery and real-time communication and in order to achieve the required
high speeds, high capacity, and low latency the following wireless technology and network
management technology is needed: Advanced modulation, coding and Waveform, New
radio frame structure, Flexible spectrum management, Management and orchestration of
intelligent mobile networks.
In addition, wireless base stations and applications servers connected through backhaul
networks need to have optimal transmission links (network slicing) that can be
constructed dynamically: Dynamic control of NW resources and path optimization ([1]
12.4.3.2), Energy saving methods ([1] 12.4.3.3).

【Evaluation Model (Use Cases)】
eMBB - Indoor, Dense Urban
URLLC - Indoor, Dense Urban

【Trial Environment】

Stadium and event venues
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Fig. 2.1.8.2 Network resource slicing.

【Trial Schedule】

Year One: Laboratory Demonstrations of network slicing prototypes
Year Two: Laboratory demonstrations of applications to be used on the network
Year Three: Field demonstrations

【Relevant Industries】

Event venues, event management firms, content delivery firms, network management
firms, system integrators

【Projected Results】




User QoE Experience will increase
Total cost will decrease

2.1.9 Experiencing Super Live Broadcasts of Japanese Festivals through
Immersive Virtual Reality
【Overview】
Festivals are an important part of Japanese culture. The data processing power in a 5G
network environment can provide an immersive virtual reality experience for people from
beginning to end. This will allow even foreigners abroad the chance to experience a
festival, strengthening the Japan brand, which will create more demand for experiencing
local cultures and local lifestyles.
Putting various values on the live streaming by full use of motion sensors, AR and CG, a
real immersive virtual experience, that can’t be experienced at the festival venue, will be
provided.

【Field】
② Entertainment (Games/Tourism)
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Fig. 2.1.9.1 Overview of a super live immersive virtual reality experience.

【Technological Support】





Ultra-low latency to give people the experience of dancing simultaneously although
in different places: Fronthaul and Backhaul ([1] 12.4)
Multiple connections to many sensors together to give a sense of presence over a
long distance: Information of technical works related to certain use cases or
applications ([1] 11.3.6)
High capacity network transmission to enable to easily send high-quality multipleviewpoint video: Information of technical works related to MIMO or multiple
antenna technologies ([1] 11.3.4)

【Evaluation Model (Use Cases)】

eMBB - Indoor, Dense Urban, Urban Micro/Macro, Rural

【Trial Environment】

Festival locations, urban areas

【Trial Schedule】

Year One: Field testing at two locations, festival locations, big cities.
Year Two: Field testing from various locations around Japan.
Year Three: Field testing from locations around Japan and around the world.

【Relevant Industries】

Local festival participants, event organizers at distant locations, tourist related
organizations, communications companies
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【Projected Results】

Increasing value of the Japan brand, contribution to inbound tourism, and regional
revitalization are expected, as those who virtually experience festivals will be induced to
visit the actual festival venue.

2.1.10 New Entertainment Experiences through Virtual Reality
【Overview】
Visual remote experiences from viewpoints that have never been offered, such as 360degree 3D video and audio, will be transmitted in real time. This will be made possible
through 5G’s characteristic ultra-high speed and high capacity with cameras that will be
installed in any location.

Fig. 2.1.10.1 Entertainment experiences using virtual reality.
Use Case Examples:
 People who want to attend an event but cannot do can be represented by an avatar
(viewing can be done at a distance by VR cameras installed in seats)
 Another example is by purchasing the rights of the front row seat at an area, a fan
can get the front row view at a broadcast live.
 Fans can experience a concert from the perspective of the stage, specifically
individual band members.
 Marathons and cycling races can be viewed from the race broadcast car

【Field】
② Entertainment (Games/Tourism)

【Technological Support】
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Massive MIMO, MU-MIMO ([1] 11.3.4)
Ultra-low latency networking ([1] 12.5.2.1)
Control and Management for low latency and resilient networks ([1] 12.5.2.2)
QoS classify/slicing using virtualization ([1] 12.4.3.1)
VR technology (camera, display)
Highly efficient compression technology as well high-speed encoding/decryption as
well
360-degree video composition technology

【Evaluation Model (Use Cases)】
eMBB - Indoor, Dense Urban

【Trial Environment】

Stadium, event venues, wedding center

【Trial Schedule】

Year One:
 Severs connected to the MEC for 360-degree video composition as well as testing of
360-degree composition technology with MEC as well as from cameras that transmit
data not through MEC (for example, to head mounted displays)
 Create contents, choose event to perform field trials
Year Two:
 Field test transmission of camera data through MEC, creation of video by MEC, and
then delivery to multiple users

【Relevant Industries】

VR content creators, event organizers, electronics makers

【Projected Results】

Use of 5G new RAT as well as MEC on the high capacity low latency network will allow
for real time delivery of 360-degree video.

2.1.11 Live Broadcast and Transmission of HD Video
【Overview】
Prompt transmission of video will increase as 5G will be used to deliver high quality and
stable live broadcasts and video transmission services as FPU and SNG are used
complementary. Concretely, users of 5G wireless networks will be offered the ability to
transmit live broadcasts from the camera itself as well as the files from filming locations of
pre-recorded video, even from a moving vehicle. In addition, broadcast helicopters and
drones will also be able to transmit HD video on this network
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Fig. 2.1.11.1 Transmitted live broadcasts and recorded video from recording location.

【Field】
② Entertainment (Games/Tourism)

【Evaluation Model (Use Cases)】

eMBB - Dense Urban, Urban Micro/Macro, Rural

【Technological Support】

High speed transmissions with 5G using massive MIMO technology: Information of
technical works related to MIMO or multiple antenna technologies ([1] 11.3.4),
Information of technical works related to RAN deployment or control schemes ([1] 11.3.5)
High quality live broadcast and recorded video transmission broadcast technology, video
and audio encoding technology, complementary use of FPU and SNG technology is also
needed

【Trial Environment】

Filming locations, live broadcast areas, moving broadcast vehicles, the sky

【Trial Schedule】

Year One: Basic testing of the 5G network to deliver live and prerecorded video
transmissions
Year Two: Field verification trials of proposed simultaneous transmissions of multiple
recordings using 5G.
Year Three: Field trial of the entire proposed system
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【Relevant Industries】

Broadcasters, media, broadcast equipment makers

【Projected Results】

Up until now high-quality data broadcast and video transmission has been difficult to
achieve through wireless communication, but with the stability 5G can offer, along with
the ability of FBU and SNG to work complementary, it can be achieved. In addition,
vehicles in a moving environment, including media cars, helicopter and drones, can also be
used to transmit high density, multiple high capacity files can be transmitted over the
high-speed network, bringing about the possible of live broadcasts in these environments
and better quality data and information transmission overall.

2.1.12 Linear Video Streaming
【Overview】
Smartphones, global models as well as high tech specialized use phones, are now
converging into being one in the same, but they have also been unable up until now to
access terrestrial broadcasts like one segment (One-Seg.) mobile phones were. In order to
ensure access to TV broadcasts, which are a major party of the daily infrastructure of
society, 5G networks will be able to deliver terrestrial broadcast TV programs to
smartphones.
放送事業者
送出サーバー

放送事業者
配信サーバー

インターネット
（CDN)

固定
ネットワーク

自室で...

モバイル
ネットワーク

通勤・通学

地上波テレビを
視聴できる

外出先で...

外出先で..

Fig. 2.1.12.1 Linear video streaming.
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避難所

【Field】
② Entertainment (Games/Tourism)

【Technological Support】

Network softwarization in 5G ([1] 12.2.2), Application of MEC ([1] 12.5.2)

【Evaluation Model (Use Cases)】
eMBB - Dense Urban

【Trial Environment】





Reception positions
Transmission positions (field)
Communications carrier facilities (CDN)
Individual users, families, schools, workplaces, commute facility, tourist locations,
shelters

【Trial Schedule】

Year One: Test TV viewing services of terrestrial broadcasts over 5G networks with
special monitors and special prefectural broadcasts
Year Two: Test above services with simultaneous rebroadcasts with efficient
transmission process using mobile edge computing and high-quality transmission network
Year Three: Hold trials that use many more monitors from the public over a wider
broadcast area than the first or second years. Conduct user surveys to find out general
public’s views.

【Relevant Industries】

Mobile communication firms, broadcast firms, media firms, application makers

【Projected Results】

The realization of watching TV broadcasts on a smart phone by providing terrestrial
broadcast TV as a service on 5G networks, providing the opportunity to offer One-Seg.
mobile services to provide TV broadcasts on mobile phones that have not been possible on
smart phones.

2.2 Safe and Secure Society Prevented from Crime and Natural Disasters
【Overview】
The 5G Utilization Projects aim to help ensure a safe and secure society through the use
of cameras and sensors to provide information, so that victims of disasters, accidents, or
crimes can receive proper information and feedback, ensuring that this technology can
help people feel secure in their lives in a safe society. 5G’s special characteristics of ultrahigh speeds, high capacities, and ultra-low latency can be used to collect data and provide
feedback in real time. These capabilities can be used to offer many services to provide a
safe and secure society for everyone.
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2.2.1 Real Time Evacuation Guidance System
【Overview】
Cameras spread around community areas collect data which is aggregated in the cloud,
and with big data analysis, natural disasters or crimes can be predicted. Wearable devices
can also receive spatial images, giving individuals immediate feedback on the area.
Depending on a person’s situation, anything from an alarm to evacuation assistance can
be provided in real time, which can minimize any damage or prevent a crime from
happening, creating a safe and secure society

Fig. 2.2.1.1 Prediction of natural disasters and individuals immediate feedback.
【Field】
⑧ Smart Cities/Areas (Construction/Maintenance)

【Technological Support】

Anticipate the outbreak of a natural disaster and provide feedback to individuals in real
time with 5G’s high speed high capacity transmission technology.
Ultra-high-speed transmission will be realized using spatial multiplexing technology
MIMO: Information of technical works related to MIMO or multiple antenna technologies
([1] 11.3.4).
In addition, provide multiple users with simultaneous feedback using high capacity
transmission technology: Information of technical works related to RAN deployment or
control schemes ([1] 11.3.5).
Technology to also provide predictive and early warning big data analysis, the
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technology that considers privacy during data collection, special video systems that can
send information to wearables are all needed.

【Evaluation Model (Use Cases)】

eMBB - Dense Urban, Urban Micro, Urban Macro

【Trial Environment】

Urban area, shopping centers

【Trial Schedule】

Year One: Investigation of system configuration and basic functionality, choose trial
sites.
Year Two: Test transmission of data to wearable devices using 5G.
Year Three: Expand testing to use cases and applications.

【Relevant Industries】



Municipalities, police agencies, fire departments
Big Data Firms

【Projected Results】

Offering the ability to anticipate natural disasters, and providing individuals with real
time information, alarms or evacuation information, based on their own situation, thereby
minimizing damage, preventing crimes, and terrorism

2.2.2 Mobile Surveillance/Security
【Overview】
Real time safety management can be conducted by security guards with wearable
surveillance devices, sending high-definition video and audio data to security centers to be
collected, and when an unknown object, need to check safety, or when a public area is
known to become suddenly crowded, a security center can dispatch a security guard in a
timely manner.
In addition, high-definition video can provide static and dynamic analysis of the
situation or movement of people and objects, specifically sick people or suspicious objects
and communicate to this information to security personnel or security centers. 5G cells or
various wireless LANs (2.4GHz/5GHz/60GHz) will provide the high capacity wireless
transmission technology and multi-RAT selection technology will provide a stable
environment so that surveillance video and audio can be shared even while moving,
providing appropriate security oversight.

【Field】
⑤ Smart House/Life (Daily Goods/Communications)
⑧ Smart Cities/Areas (Construction/Maintenance)
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Fig. 2.2.2.1 Mobile surveillance/security system.

【Technological Support】

Security personnel and security centers transmit high-definition video to each other
using up and down links with high capacity wireless network technology: Information of
technical works related to MIMO or multiple antenna technologies ([1] 11.3.4)
Various data can be held in devices (depending on device attributes, movement of device,
location and history) using multi-RAT selection technology: Information of technical works
related to RAN deployment or is control schemes ([1] 11.3.5)
Plus, the use of network technology that ensures QoS through slicing: Network
softwarization in 5G ([1] 12.2.2), and based on the video data from various cameras,
automatically detect and follow a targeted object using MEC: Application of MEC ([1]
12.5.2)
New technology will also be needed so that within any certain area, where the wireless
quality situation will vary, moving devices will be able to change their image bit rate to
the most useful for the frequency being used to be able to transmit high-definition image
signals.

【Evaluation Model (Use Cases)】
eMBB - Dense Urban, Indoor

【Trial Environment】




Theme parks, shopping malls, train stations, places where people gather
At the above locations, experiments on face recognition technology or flow analysis
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will need to gain the permission of people gathered (in consideration of privacy
issues)

【Trial Schedule】

Year One: Test Basic functions and applications.
Year Two: Test application structure with basic functions and actual use.
Year Three: Test actual systems to be used.

【Relevant Industries】






Surveillance/Security System Management Firms
Wearable Surveillance tool manufacturing vendors
Wireless communication systems management firms
Police agencies, security companies
Railways

【Projected Results】

Public areas such as event venues, airports, stations, and terminals are very crowded, so
using a 5G network makes it possible to transmit high-definition video for pinpoint
security, surveillance, and quick response and dispatch emergency services. In addition,
firms whose role is to protect safety and security can value test and find further issues in
the technology.

2.2.3 Safety Systems with Video Surveillance Technology
【Overview】
In places where many people gather, video taken from fixed, wide area observation
cameras as well as security wearable cameras can detect abnormal behavior or suspicious
people. Users can also request finding lost children or friends.

Fig. 2.2.3.1 Safety and security solutions using facial recognition and crowd control
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system.
In addition, using information from a GPS equipped security device, outbreaks of civic
disturbances can be detected and video information with location information can be
collected, the existence of said disturbance can be verified, and if confirmed, analyzed
information can be offered to police agencies. In addition, search for suspects can be
conducted and information can be sent to policy agencies and family members of the victim
in real time.

Fig. 2.2.3.2 Security system solutions by image recognition.

【Field】
⑧ Smart Cities/Areas (Construction/Maintenance)

【Technological Support】

To create a safe and secure environment in shopping centers and stadium, 5G’s ultrahigh speed data transmission can be used to collect video from HD cameras and wearable
devices and for data communication with robots. Specifically, massive MIMO will be
needed to realize ultra-high speed transmission: Information of technical works related to
MIMO or multiple antenna technologies ([1] 11.3.4), Information of technical works related
to RAN deployment or control schemes ([1] 11.3.5)
Additionally, low latency is needed to control robots and drones and also to not have any
adverse effects on other services, as well. This will specifically require network mobile
edge computing and network virtualization: Network softwarization ([1] 12.2.2),
Application of MEC ([1] 12.5.2).

【Evaluation Model (Use Cases)】

eMBB - Dense Urban, Urban Micro, Urban Macro
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【Trial Environment】



Shopping centers, theme parks, stadiums
Event areas around Tokyo, outdoor open spaces

【Trial Schedule】

Year One: Basic transmission tests of network design and simple apps
Year Two: Verification trials using advanced applications and high speeds and high
capacities
Year Three: Field testing in the trial environment

【Relevant Industries】





Security companies
Police agencies, municipalities
Surveillance/security system firms

【Projected Results】

Image/video analysis technology connected to a high capacity, multiple connection, low
latency equipped 5G network will be able to spot lost children and suspicious people easily
and security will quickly be able to ensure safe and secure environments, supporting a
more fruitful society for everyone.

2.2.4 Providing Rich Contents to Airplanes and Ships
【Overview】
By providing high speed data transmission service to low-altitude helicopters and
airplanes by 5G, the high-definition video and data which the helicopters and the
airplanes gather in the sky are transmitted to the ground, which can realize a safe and
secure society. Ships moving at high speeds on the open seas, such as luxury liners or
motor boats, can also be offered more high-quality transmission services from the coast
than they can today, which will also help contribute to a safe and secure society.

Fig. 2.2.4.1 Realizing a safety and security with high-definition video transmission in
the sky and the sea.
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【Field】
④ Medical (Health/Welfare)
⑧ Smart Cities/Areas (Construction/Maintenance)
⑨ Transport (Commute/Logistics)
This is also related to Sec. 2.6, “High Data-rate and Reliable Communication for High
Speed Mobile” in this report.

【Technological Support】

3D beam tracking technology related to high speed moving objects, high speed wireless
entrance links: Information of technical works related to MIMO or multiple antenna
technologies ([1] 11.3.4), Information of technical works related to RAN deployment or
control schemes ([1] 11.3.5), wireless relay transmission tech. to high moving objects, relay
data cache tech., ultra-low latency and highly efficient HD video transmission tech.

【Evaluation Model (Use Cases)】

eMBB - Dense Urban, Urban Micro/Macro, Rural

【Trial Environment】

On the sea, areas with few buildings, around heliports.

【Trial Schedule】

Year One: Shape the service image (run transmission simulations)
Year Two: Field test of 5G transmissions with highly speed moving objects
Year Three: Field test of 5G transmission with very high speed moving objects

【Relevant Industries】




Medical related personal, police agencies, Japan Coast Guard
Helicopters, airplanes, shipping companies
Video content providers

【Projected Results】



Police helicopters and coast guard patrol ships use high speed transmissions for
patrols and distance observation
Medical helicopters transmitting information while providing emergency remote
medical care

2.2.5 Ensuring Communication with Shared Frequency Use during a Disaster
【Overview】
There is a need to protect and ensure stable communication during a disaster when
infrastructure in an area is damaged. It is also important that there is a
telecommunications infrastructure in place that can be used to support ICT use in disaster
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relief immediately after a disaster occurs
In the situation where communications become difficult after a disaster, it is possible to
have devices that can understand the frequency use situation and the capability to judge
which shared frequencies are usable. Shared based stations from telecommunications
companies and device to device communication capabilities will ensure that
communications can continue to flow during a disaster.

Fig. 2.2.5.1 Examples of ensuring swift and prompt communications during a disaster.

【Field】
⑧ Smart Cities/Areas (Construction/Maintenance)
In addition, this section is related to shared frequency and disaster communication

【Technological Support】

High-level heterogeneous networks as well as shared frequency use technology:
Information of technical works related to RAN virtualization ([1] 11.3.8)
Multiband, multi-access multilayered cell structures from wireless LAN systems:
Information of technical works related to RAN deployment or control schemes ([1] 11.3.5)
Application of MEC ([1] 12.5.2）

【Evaluation Model (Use Cases)】
eMBB - Indoor, Dense Urban, Rural
mMTC - Urban Macro

【Trial Environment】

Tourist attractions, event areas

【Trial Schedule】

Year One: Basic simulation testing
After Year Two: field verification trials
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【Relevant Industries】




Event organizers, event venue managers
Local municipalities

【Projected Results】

Ensuring stable communications during a disaster, even the damage to infrastructure
and communication systems is concentrated in one place.

2.2.6 Reference Themes

Other group’s themes related to ensuring a safe and secure society include
 2.4.2: Surveillance Using Camera-Equipped Robots
 2.4.3: Surveillance Using Camera-Equipped Drones
 2.5.1: Smart Automobiles (over the Horizon Accident Prevention)

2.3 Logistics, Agricultural and Fisheries, Offices, Factories
【Overview】
The 5G Utilization Projects offer new lifestyles through broadly separated areas such as
efficiency in logistics, an optimized heterogenous wireless environment, a network
environment that can be used anytime anywhere, which can be offered do to the ability to
freely choose from 5G special characteristics, such as multiple connections, ultra-high
speeds, and high capacities.
In addition, with the 2020 Olympics and Paralympics in mind, new forms of
entertainment will be offered through transmitting of high-definition video from new
locations. Scenarios also include ways 5G technology will be able to offer new styles of
work.

2.3.1 Logistical Efficiency
【Overview】
By tagging objects (such as daily goods, food and drinks, etc.), which will make
managing goods in supply chains more efficient, especially for retail stores management,
following customer purchases and restocking support.

Logistics
Producers, Stock, Expiration date/Best-before date,
Location information of goods, Temperature and/or humidity
logging, Management of consumption and/or reorder

Warehouse
Fig. 2.3.1.1

Retail shop

cloud

Consumer

Managing logical efficiency from warehouse to an individual’s home.
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【Field】
⑥ Retail (Finance/Payments)
⑨ Transport (Commute/Logistics)

【Support Technology】

Security management for many kinds of high demand family goods that are transported,
from storage, delivery, sales, to the household. The needed technologies are thought to
include filtered OFDM, massive MIMO, SCMA, Polar Code, RAN virtualization.

【Evaluation Model (Use Cases)】

mMTC - Indoor, Urban Micro, Urban Macro

【Trial Environment】

Warehouses, typical family homes, retail stores

【Trial Schedule】

Year One: Test in indoor environments
Year Two: Field test in an urban micro environment and an urban macro environment
Year Three: Overall test in actual logistics system.

【Related Industries】

Logistics companies, ordinary buyers

【Projected Results】

These demonstrations will show how to use 5G to manage the logistics process of
delivering goods from warehouses to retail shops to consumer at home as well as how to
efficiently manage household goods

2.3.2 Using an Optimized Heterogeneous Wireless Environment
【Overview】
An increase in convenience will come to users by being able to access many different
kinds of networks, ultra-high definition video (4K/8K) of event highlight in near real time
that can be watched on trains and at train stations, or in cars and street corners, as well
as the ability to access high speed networks (such as WiFi and WiGig) on high speed trains
or while driving on an expressway. This will make events more exciting at more locations.
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Fig. 2.3.2.1 Use case examples of delivering event information over optimized
heterogeneous networks.

【Field】
② Entertainment (Games/Tourism)
⑤ Smart House/Life (Daily Goods/Communications)
⑨ Transport (Commute/Logistics)
In addition, this section also relates to Sect. 2.1 (stadiums), Sect. 2.5/2.6
(automobiles/railways)

【Support Technology】
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Event venue, highways, railways, use possibility wireless system best choice, and those
services will become realized through high speed communication, the needed technology is.
The wireless system will be able to optimally choose the most useful, wireless system to
use at places such as an event venue, highway, or railway. These services will be made
possible by high speed communications. It is thought that this will require the following
technologies: Linear Cellularization, RAN Virtualization, Fronthaul/Backhaul, Mobile
Edge Computing

【Evaluation Model (Use Cases)】
eMBB - Dense Urban, Urban, Rural
mMTC - Urban Macro

【Trial Environment】

Stadiums, roadways, railways, YRP area, large field test areas in the Keihan region

【Trial Schedule】

Year One: Tests of standalone functions of network and wireless devices in a simulated
environment
Year Two: Integrated tests of the equipment in the simulated environment
Year Three: Integrated verification trials of different individual functions using actual
services and events

【Relevant Industries】

Vendor firms, highway/railway management, event venues

【Projected Results】

It will be difficult for one standalone wireless system to provide all the special
characteristics of a 5G network, so showing how existing systems will be to be integrated
with new systems to be used effectively and demonstrate how it will function as part of the
age of IoT’s mobile infrastructure, with the goal of connecting many kinds of services
together.

2.3.3 A Network where It Is Possible to Keep the Same Environment
Everywhere at Any Time
【Overview】
Users can freely combine services on a network, making the network something that is
actually by your side at all times. Even when users move to another location, users will
have their own network by their side, so that they have access to that same
communications environment wherever they go, whenever they go. This network, used as
end to end virtual network, can provide many services in different locations, creating a
personalized network for individuals. Combining many styles of networks, with stable
transmissions using a secure technology, the possibilities are open
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Fig. 2.3.3.1 Offering a network environment that is always by your side.

【Field】
③ Office/Workplace
⑤ Smart House/Life (Daily Goods/Communications)

【Support Technology】

Selecting to connect to the optimum wireless system depending of the requested use,
while accessing the same transmission environment wherever the user goes. It is believed
that technology following technology is needed Advanced Heterogeneous Network,
Network Softwarization, RAN Virtualization, Dynamic network resource allocation based
on service requirements

【Evaluation Model (Use Cases)】
eMBB - Indoor, Dense Urban, Rural

【Trial Environment】

YRP area/Keihan area wide filed test area

【Trial Schedule】

Year One: Build and design the field environment
Year Two: Verification Trials at the field environment
Year Three: Demonstrations using the actual services

【Relevant Industries】
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Universities, cloud service firms, research organizations

【Projected Results】

It will be as if the user’s network is always by their side, and will be able to freely
combine network services.

2.4 Remote Controlled and Managed Devices Such as Robots and Drones
【Overview】
The 5G Utilization Projects see the role of 5G in of remotely controlled and managed
devices such as robots and drones in the following situations, remotely controlled robots,
surveillance using camera-equipped robots or drones, autonomously cooperative
distributed control of connected machines. They include the aspects such as the type of
connected devices, HD cameras equipped for monitoring activities, as well as a way to
deploy monitoring and control systems for edge computing.
From these scenarios, many different situations can be explored using 5G’s special
characteristics of high-speeds, high-capacity, and low-latency, a variety of new services can
be imagined and created.

2.4.1 Robot Monitoring and Remote Control
【Overview】
Various kinds of facilities, such as shopping malls and stadiums, train stations, airports,
can utilize service robots to provide information to meet the various needs of regular
customers or meet the demands of a sudden increase of foreign tourists. In order to make
this a reality, large numbers of robots need to be operated in a safe manner so remote
observation and control of the robots is essential. Robot systems, as seen in Fig. 2.4.1.1,
need to ability to process audio, images, and languages and be able to send and receive
observation and control commands to the operation center, so it can oversee the various
robots its location.
The monitoring center and the robots located at various areas around a given site need
to be able to connect to a broadband network that can efficiently accommodate many
devices as well as provide low latency times in order to enable real time observations and
control of large numbers of robots. This ability to provide highly precise control
management with high confidence needs to be tested.

【Field】
② Entertainment (Games/Tourism)

【Support Technology】




Robot observation in real time
High reliability control information transfer
Highly accurate robot control
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Fig. 2.4.1.1 Robot monitoring and remote control.

【Evaluation Model (Use Cases)】
eMBB - Indoor
URLLC - Urban Macro

【Trial Environment】

Large shopping facilities (malls, stadiums), train stations, airports

【Trial Schedule】

Year One: Trials for the basic components (use of wireless LAN, for example)
Year Two: Hold trials at multiple locations
Year Three: Hold Trials to determine problems under difficult conditions

【Relevant Industries】

Operators of larger establishments such as shopping malls, operators of large public
transportation, areas such as train stations and airports, (joint verification trials)

【Projected Results】


Provide quick, diverse range of information to visitors at a variety of establishments
during the Olympics and other events.
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Robots that can monitor commercial establishments that are open year round

2.4.2 Surveillance Using Camera-Equipped Robots
【Overview】
Robots equipped with high-definition cameras will be able to transmit omnidirectional
video and other high-capacity video from distant locations. In addition to being able to
conduct real time observation/surveillance, users can move and manipulate the robot
remotely. Robots will also be able to exchange video from remote location, so other
advanced monitoring activities, like image processing, can also occur.
High reliable and low latency communications will be required by users, otherwise users
will face strong uncertainty that this will not be a stable platform for image delivery and
the transmission of their operating instructions.

Fig. 2.4.2.1 Surveillance by camera-equipped robots.

【Field】
② Entertainment (Games/Tourism)
This project is related to Sect. 2.1

【Support Technology】

 Highly-reliable and low-latency wireless delivery technologies
System control technologies with wireless LAN in multi-band and multi-access layered
cells ([1] 11.3.5 (5))
 Economization using PON Technology ([1] 12.4.2.1)
 Robot operation methodology
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【Evaluation Model (Use Cases)】
URLLC - Urban Micro, Urban Macro
eMBB - Urban Micro, Urban Macro

【Trial Environment】

Baseball, soccer, rugby fields, as well as the surrounding areas

【Trial Schedule】

Year One:
 Broadband, multiple simultaneous transmission with low latency
 Reduction of end-to-end transmission latency
Year Two:
 Trials for operating robots in a 5G systems environment
Year Three:
 Demonstration of surveillance and remote operation using bidirectional video
transmission

【Relevant Industries】



Robot Makers
VR control systems

【Projected Results】





Enable stable remote monitoring in environments which are crowded, such as large
events, as well as during critical missions in disaster areas and other severe
conditions where human workers cannot enter, to support disaster victims or
remove a dangerous object.
Offer new ways of communication (tele-existence) beyond conventional data
transmissions at public viewing of sports events.
Enable support robots that assist with the daily lives of older people or disabled
people who have difficulty in walking, through providing help in their daily lives
(shopping or household errands), and provide virtual experience of climbing
mountains and travelling, by letting robots do instead of their owners and sending
back images to them.

2.4.3 Surveillance Using Camera-Equipped Drones
【Overview】
Observation systems with high-definition camera equipped drones. There is also a
possibility that by using 5G networks’ low latency and ultra-wideband technology that
high-definition video can be transmitted uncompressed. With mobility extended across
several base stations, being able to extend the flying range of the drone then difficult
viewing areas becomes a reality. And with an MEC equipped analytics engine, actions for
a drone may be decided immediately.
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Planned uses include, discovering and tracking suspicious people in crowds and helping
support personnel in a disaster area.

Fig. 2.4.3.1 Observation systems using camera equipped drones.

【Field】
② Entertainment (Games/Tourism)

【Support Technology】




5G New RAT
Edge computing

【Evaluation Model (Use Cases)】
URLLC - Urban Macro

【Trial Environment】
Cities, disaster areas

【Trial Schedule】

Year One:
 Test handover coordination with the MEC
 Test drones using MEC
 Testing functionality of MEC to analyze images taken by drones
Year Two:
Integrated evaluations of applications connecting 5G, MEC, and Drones
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【Relevant Industries】





Drone and Camera makers
Automatic Control Application Venders
R&D organizations (image analysis
Regulatory authorities

【Projected Results】

The use of MEC requires that a network that cannot only handle large capacity, but also
one with high confidence and low latency. These requirements are also needed for drone
control and image analysis, so these qualities of the network will be confirmed.

2.4.4 Autonomously Cooperative Distributed Control of Connected Machines
【Overview】
Autonomous distributed controlled connected machines will be realized using a
combined 5G system and cloud based technology, with appropriate requirements and SLA,
in order to provide applications and services such as controlling robots located far from the
control center, autonomous car systems (including dynamic maps), remote controlled
construction vehicles, and other means to support driving.
In an aging society, it has been difficult to find a solution to the absence of people to
whom experts can hand down their skills. However, rather than machines replacing people,
robotic operations based on telemetry can be used to by experts to support and assist
people at far-away locations.

【Field】
⑧ Smart Cities/Areas (Construction/Maintenance)

【Support Technology】




High bandwidth, low latency wireless networks and evaluation
Cloud Computing, Fog Computing (Mobile Edge Computing)
Autonomous distributed controlled systems and 5G dynamic slice network

【Evaluation Model (Use Cases)】
mMTC - Urban Macro

【Trial Environment】

Trial environments that are far way (island chains like Okinawa) from the control center

【Trial Schedule】

Year One:
 Testing “Cloud-Fog” to “5G(w/MEC)”
 Test the results of connection latency for fog/MEC at near and far distances
Year Two:
 Test closed loop
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1. Data collection (from Network,5G devices)
2. Insight, Data Analytics
3. Automate network operation
Year Three:
 AI/Deep learning automatic distributed cooperation
 Demonstrations of various services

【Relevant Industries】





Construction related firms
Drivers
Communication firms, service providers

【Projected Results】




Many social problems exist due to a low birth rate, rapidly aging society. However,
people can still live fulfilling lives in a society which uses IoT and with robots which
can action to support individuals without distance and space restrictions
Realizing a safe and secure society through the use of IOT services offered by
autonomous distributed control systems

2.5 Connected Cars, Autonomous and Remote Driving
【Overview】
The 5G Utilization Projects see that 5G’s special characteristics, mainly ultra-high
speeds and capacity, high reliability and low latency, will be able to explore new users by
bringing about a safe and secure society through the use of connected cars, remote control
and monitoring of railway cars, and autonomous driving.
The 5G mobile communication systems from, will be able to assist in autonomous
driving through the collection of traffic information data and the creation of dynamic maps,
services which can be offered through 5G’s high speeds and capacity (Sect. 2.5.1, 2.5.2,
2.5.3). In addition, the 5G offers the needed ultra-low latency, high capacity, high speed
communications for autonomously driven cars (smart automobiles) or at a mining site with
remote controlled, remotely monitored very large-scale construction vehicles (Sect. 2.5.4,
2.5.5, 2.5.6 and 2.5.7).
Through these technologies, the large-scale growth in the autonomous vehicle market is
anticipated, and users of advanced vehicles from family cars to large scale construction
vehicles will be able to use the 5G network to help bring about a safer, and more secure
and pleasant society.

2.5.1 Smart Automobiles (over the Horizon Accident Prevention)
【Overview】
By installing cameras at intersections where it is difficult to see, through high speed
image processing, people and cars who enter the intersection can be monitored in real time.
If a car or pedestrian is detected entering the intersection, through use of the 5G network’s
low latency, cars will be notified of the danger and will be given the order to slow down. In
addition, automobiles will be sent a warning if there anything dangerous occurs around
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the area of the intersection, as well.

Cloud
Network
Wired
NW

MEC

5G

Detect dangers

HD camera

Send High-quality
videos to MEC

go slowly

Receive warnings
and videos

Stop with equipped
sensors on car

Fig. 2.5.1.1 Overview of smart automobiles with over the horizon accident prevention.

【Field】
⑨ Transport (Commute/Logistics)

【Support Technology】






Low latency mobile fronthaul ([1] 12.4 Fronthaul and Backhaul)
High speed image processing with MEC ([1] 12.5 Mobile Edge Computing(MEC))
Monitoring/following of automobile location
Predictive algorithm of intersection entry flow

【Evaluation Model (Use Cases)】

URLLC - Dense Urban, Urban Micro/Macro, Rural

【Trial Environment】






Intersections with poor visibility where many accidents occur
Crowded intersections without traffic signals
Mountain roads with warning traffic signs
Expressways where many accidents occur

【Trial Schedule】

Year One:
 Risk information (warnings and images sent to devices)
 Data collection (PON/5G), image analysis (MEC), warning delivery (5G)
Year Two:
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Predicting intersection entry flow (predictive warnings and images sent to devices)
Following the above, increase the area of data collection and predictive software
Based on the above, create automotive controls (Controlling automobiles from the
warning)
Collaborating with automobile manufactures, build systems to manage cars via the
warning signal.

【Relevant Industries】

Road and highway administrative and management organizations, automobile
manufactures

【Projected Results】




Demonstrate the one of the special characteristics of 5G by managing cars through
connecting to the 5G network and utilizing its low latency requirements
Demonstrate the possibility of even more safe autonomous driving by combining
autonomously driven vehicles with the demonstrated warning notification system.
Application server
Manage traffic information from MECs

Cloud
Core NW/internet
MME

GW/SW

MFH and PON integrated
network
within same PON splitter

BBU

OLT

MEC

• Danger detection by high-speed video processing
• Low latency transmission of video and warning
• Use wide-area traffic information work together
with cloud server

Information collection using PON line
PON

ONU

ONU
BBU/RRH

Warning notification using 5G

ONU
RRH

ONU

ONU

ONU
RRH

small cell

HD camera

Monitor intersection
with blind spot
Speed Control

Fig. 2.5.1.2 Overview of the verification trial.

2.5.2 Delivery of High Capacity Maps for Use in Autonomous Driving
【Overview】
Safe and efficient autonomous driving will be assisted through the transmission of real
time maps, which will be made by collecting data from sensors and cameras installed in
streets which will be collected at a central location and dynamically updated with
information including other surrounding vehicles, obstacles, and pedestrians.
Other information will be updated in near real time, using 5G’s ability to handle high
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capacity data transmission. Information concerning the vehicles surrounding
neighborhood, such as traffic information, construction and accident information, status of
upcoming traffic signals, will be collected efficiently and transmitted to the central server
to keep the map updated in near real time.

Fig. 2.5.2.1 Overview of the high capacity map and how it assists the autonomously
driven vehicle.

【Field】
⑨ Transport (Commute/Logistics)

【Support Technology】





Linear cell: Information of technical works related to RAN deployment or is control
schemes ([1] 11.3.5)
Edge computing: Mobile Edge Computing (MEC) ([1] 12.5)
Low latency fronthaul: Dynamic control of NW resources and path optimization
([1] 12.4.2.2)
NW virtualization, decentralization/node cooperation: Dynamic control of NW
resources and path optimization ([1] 12.4.3.2)

【Evaluation Model (Use Cases)】
eMBB - Urban Macro, Rural
URLLC - Urban Macro, Rural

【Trial Environment】


Vehicular roads connecting to the Odaiba area
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Japan Automobile Research Institute (JARI) Test Course

【Trial Schedule】

Year One: Order and manufacture necessary equipment
Year Two: Install/Construct necessary equipment and infrastructure, conduct
demonstrations

【Relevant Industries】




Autonomous vehicles, road infrastructure installations, trial scenario decisions: Car
makers, road instrument vendors
Dynamic maps to be used by autonomous cars: High quality mapping firms
Permissions to install new equipment on roadways and highways: MIC, MLIT, local
municipalities (responsible for road administration)

【Projected Results】

Expectations include improving driverless transportation with improved quality of
service and less latency, decrease traffic accidents, alleviation of traffic congestion

2.5.3 Specialized Network for Connected Cars (Architecture)
【Overview】
In the 5G era, the 5G mobile communication system will meet remarkably various
requirements, and simultaneously, the 5G mobile communication system should achieve
sufficiently efficient and continuous operations in its service provisioning. For example, in
entertainment (Sect. 2.1), realizing a safe and secure society even in disasters and
emergencies (Sect. 2.2), and connected cars, remote controlled and observed vehicles, and
autonomous driving (this section), have distinctly different requirements, as shown below.
One of promising approaches to realize the 5G mobile communication system is leveraging
NFV/SDN technologies. This allows the mobile network operators to construct and
accommodate multiple service systems with individually different requirements. The
detail requirements are as follows.
 Entertainment (Sect. 2.1): In order for participants in leisure activities, such as
spectators at sports events at stadiums, game players, tourists and travelers, to
enjoy their experiences, scenarios offering unique, cutting edge experiences are
being considered. These experiences, whether real world experiences or virtual
reality ones, including those virtual reality experiences that mirror real world ones,
must be offered smoothly and uninterrupted even in very crowded conditions. The
ITU-R value model for eMBB corresponds to this specific requirement.
 Realizing a safe and secure society even in disasters and emergencies (Sect. 2.2):
The mobile communication systems must be able to deal with situations such as
traffic accidents and medical emergencies as well as natural disasters such as
earthquakes, floods, fires, and typhoons. In these situations, even if the
infrastructure is damaged, mobile communication systems must be able to be
reconfigured to continuously provisioning telecommunication services. There may be
giving preferences on the individual telecommunication services when the
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infrastructure is severely damaged while the demand of services increases. In
addition, one of the significantly important telecommunication services in disaster
would be provisioning evacuation information and relief assistance, and allows
disaster victims and emergency patients to survive and move to safe areas. The
ITU-R value model for mMTC is a concrete way these requirements can be met.
Connected cars, remote controlled and observed vehicles, and autonomous driving:
the 5G mobile communication systems will be expected to improve conveniences for
passengers using any kind of high level transport, from individual automobiles to
maglev trains. Advanced sensing technology will be able gather a large amount of
data and very quickly influence the movement and behavior in a variety of scenes,
for example, autonomous driven vehicles strongly requiring no intervention from a
human passenger, driving assistance services avoiding or mitigating traffic jams,
and other obstacles on the road, behavior and movement information for events
where large numbers of people are gathered, due the large capacity and low latency
of the network. The ITU-R value model for URLLC is a concrete way this
requirement will be met.

The 5G mobile telecommunication services will not need to offer all these requirements
by a single system. The unique aspect of the 5G is the desire that depending on, for
example, the use case scenario, the time, the location, the overall situation, and
additionally, these requirements for the network will change. Therefore, it is preferable
that the 5G mobile communication system can change dynamically, depending on the
needs of the resources available for the telecommunications or computation services
demanded. This is why a logical dedicate communication system that can be built using
sliced network using SDN/NFV is desired.

【Field】
The many use case models discussed above include
 High speed simultaneous delivery model (ultra-broadband)
 Wireless presence model (ultra-broadband)
 Multiple simultaneous connections model (Wireless IoT)
 Next Generation “Connected Car” Model (Next Generation ITS)

【Support Technology】

In order for the verification trial to support the wide variety of use cases in the 5G era, it
is necessary to test network slicing ([1] 6.2.3). The network slicing enables the
telecommunication service provider and the other service providers to arrange to build
logical service system and networks composed of processing power, storage (hardware),
and network topology with the functions implemented by software. The communication
capacity can change as the network slices are reformed by relocating the network and
computational resources in different ways, and these services can be offered through the
new dedicated network built from these slices.
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Telecommunications services offered on a logical dedicated communication system designed for 5G

Common core

Dedicated core

Core selector

Data collector 1
(Service provider)

Central core

Data collector 2
(Service provider)

Edge core

Connected Cars
（ Low latency comm. app. ）

Automation of Factory and
Production line
(Low latency comm. app.)

High Tele-existence infotainment
(Low latency comm. app.)

Beast harm measure
/ Ecological Survey

Construction machinery
control

Fig. 2.5.3.1 Telecommunications services offered on a logical dedicated communication
system designed for 5G.

【Evaluation Model (Use Cases)】

eMBB - Dense Urban: Enlarged Mobile Broadband
In order to bring more experiential value to users of smartphones and VR/AR devices,
the communication services need to offer a larger capacity in telecommunications
throughput (expanding the peak rate for data transmission) than what already exists in
4G mobile communication systems
mMTC - Rural: Large scale communications/multiple connections
IoT devices including sensor networks and infrastructure monitoring is expected to
massively increase. This includes to mountainous areas and on the seas, as well. This
means that the area where data is transmitted will expand, many kinds of devices will
receive data, and more data receiving devices will need to conserve power
URLLC - Dense Urban, Urban Macro/Micro, Rural: High confidence low latency
communications
Applications that connect IoT devices, such as machines, cars or sensors, are susceptible
to delays and data loss, so the amount of data that is transmitted in any given time period
must be ensured. In addition, in order to have satisfactory end-to-end communication
quality and communication capacity in a 5G mobile communication system, radio, core
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network, and front and back haul all need to rigorously work together.

【Trial Environment】

To develop the 5G mobile communication system a trial environment that promotes the
development of services is needed
 Stadiums and concert venues are hoped for to demonstrate entertainment services
 It is unquestioned that a robust test environment is needed to demonstrate the
proposed 5G mobile communication system to ensure a safe and secure society in
case of emergencies or natural disasters.
 It is desired that public roads (preferably in the suburbs), driving test tracks, and
circuits where there may be sensors places to test connected cards, remote
controlled and observed vehicles, and autonomous driving.

【Trial Schedule】

The following schedule shows the progress of the verification trial
Year One: Test the form of the structure of the logical communication system
Year Two: Conduct basic verification trials of the system management structure and the
logical system structural form
Year Three: Conduct verification trial connecting wireless access and the mobile core
together
During year one’s “test the form of the structure of the logical communication system”
with mobile core system at the center, common functions and the specific functions of
communication services will be classified. The common functions will be logically divided
into a number of groups so that device reception, separation and exchange as well as
communication and processing power can be flexibly structured and active sampling and
visualization can work together in order to define the necessary requirements,
architecture, and implementation.
In Year Two, conduct basic verification trials of the system management structure and
the logical system structural form from the results in year one tests a prototype will be
built, and the basic operations and performance bottlenecks will be clarified. After
receiving this feedback based on the year one tests, the concept for the 5G mobile
communication system requirements, architecture, and structure will be expanded.
In Year Three, Conduct verification trial connecting wireless access and the mobile core
together, wireless access and mobile core are connected together, and the entire system
(communication end to end performance and communication quality) will be made clear. In
addition, the various logical communication systems will be built in the same trial
environment, and verification trials to realize various communication services will be held.

【Relevant Industries】

Mobile network operators, mobile virtual network operators, fixed line
telecommunication network operators, cloud service providers. It is thought to assign
different roles of the structure of the mobile communication system, with fixed line
telecommunication network operators requesting telecommunications recourses from the
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mobile communication firms and the mobile virtual networks, while the cloud based
providers will offer processing resources.

【Projected Results】

Various IT service providers are expected to promote new communication service uses.
Especially easy to use IT technologies in industries that up until now have not used
telecommunication as much, with the expectation that these same industries will
contribute to their revitalization and grown. Additionally, in industries already using
telecommunication services (for example, e-commerce and video delivery firms), their
competitiveness is expected to increase with the more efficient telecommunication services.

2.5.4 Valet Parking Systems in Large Scale Parking Lots
【Overview】
Shopping Centers will be able to have an open parking space where cars automatically
parked and then return cars to their owner without the need for a valet driver. Using 5G
as well as MEC technology’s low latency characteristics, the network will be able to drive
the cars to the parking spot.
Since the test area in a parking lot is restricted, it is possible to demonstrate the lower
risks for autonomous driving in them. Also, since the network will control the vehicle,
there is no need for the vehicle to have excessive intelligence.

Fig. 2.5.4.1 Diagram of the valet parking system.

【Field】
⑨ Transport (Commute/Logistics)

【Support Technology】


Ultra-low latency networking ([1] 12.5.2.1)
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Control and Management for low latency and resilient networks ([1] 12.5.2.2)
QoS classify/slicing using virtualization ([1] 12.4.3.1)
Autonomous driving
Dispatch car services

【Evaluation Model (Use Cases)】
URLLC - Urban Macro

【Trial Environment】

Shopping center parking lots

【Trial Schedule】

Year One:
 Evaluate the low latency capabilities of MEC
 Evaluate autonomous driving as well as ability to park
Year Two:
 Integrated evaluations of the valet parking system

【Relevant Industries】





Car manufactures, car electronics makers
Autonomous driving service providers
Shopping center and parking complex owners
Regulatory authorities

【Projected Results】

MEC technology will be used to realize low latency. In addition, since cars will be
managed and controlled by the 5G network, the practical use of the quality low latency
network will be verified.

2.5.5 Remote Management of Autonomous Driving
【Overview】
A car being automatically driven can provide the remote operator (driver) video of what
is happening inside and outside the car in real time and if necessary the remote operator
can take over control of the car
The goal of this project is to acquire the knowledge to realize a remote controlled
automatic driving system.
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Fig. 2.5.5.1 Overview of remote controlled automatic driving.

【Field】
⑨ Transport (Commute/Logistics)

【Support Technology】

MIMO or multiple antenna technologies ([1] 11.3.4), Network Softwarization ([1] 12.2),
Mobile Edge Computing ([1] 12.5)

【Evaluation Model (Use Cases)】

eMBB - Dense Urban, Urban Micro/Macro, Rural
URLLC - Dense Urban, Urban Micro/Macro, Rural

【Trial Environment】

Regular streets, expressways

【Trial Schedule】

Year One: Design the project
Year Two: Develop the wireless network, prepare the core network (first half), carry out
the trial (second half)

【Relevant Industries】

Autonomous driving service providers, car makers, surveillance camera vendors

【Projected Results】

Make possible an increase in the safety of autonomous driving.

2.5.6 Remote Controlled Operation of Large Vehicles at a Mining Site
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【Overview】
Work at a mining site is in extremely difficult environments due to dangerous events
such as gas outbursts and cave-ins. By connecting large vehicles used for mining
operations to a network to be controlled in a remote location, it is possible to appeal the
merits of an unmanned system, and to find out challenging points of this application.

Fig. 2.5.6.1 Overview of remotely controlled vehicles at a mining site.

【Field】
③ Office/Workplace

【Support Technology】

MIMO or multiple antenna technologies ([1] 11.3.4), Network Softwarization ([1] 12.2),
Mobile Edge Computing ([1] 12.5)

【Evaluation Model (Use Cases)】

eMBB - Indoor/Hotspot, URLLC – Indoor/Hotspot

【Trial Environment】
Mines

【Trial Schedule】

Year One: Design the project
Year Two: Develop the wireless network, prepare the core network (first half), carry out
the trial (second half)

【Relevant Industries】

Mining research firms, large vehicle vendors, surveillance camera vendors

【Projected Results】
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It is possible to increase safety and efficiency by using remote controlled vehicles at a
mining site

2.5.7 Platooning of Trucks
【Overview】
In order to realize platooning of trucks, i.e. to run trucks in convoys (with one manned,
lead vehicle followed by several unmanned ones), the high reliability and low latency
communication between trucks is needed, which 5G can provide. The operation
management center for the platoons of trucks needs to remotely monitor and control the
trucks, as well.

Operation center
V2N (via cellular-network)
Logistics center B

Logistics center A
Unmanned

manned

V2V direct
Fig. 2.5.7.1 Truck platooning overview.

【Field】
⑨ Transport (Commute/Logistics)

【Support Technology】



Massive MIMO: Information of technical works related to MIMO or multiple
antenna technologies ([1] 11.3.4)
Linear cellularization: Information of technical works related to RAN deployment or
is control schemes ([1] 11.3.5)

【Evaluation Model (Use Cases)】
URLLC - Urban Macro/Micro, Rural
eMBB - Urban Macro/Micro, Rural

【Trial Environment】
Test Course

【Trial Schedule】

Year One: Test low latency transmission between trucks, and between the road and the
tuck while the trucks are not moving
Year Two and beyond: Test actual moving vehicles on an outdoor road course
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【Relevant Industries】

Autonomous Driving Service Providers, Communication Network Vendors, Autonomous
Driving Technology Research Vendors

【Projected Results】

Make an appeal about 5G’s target qualities of highly-reliable low-latency transmissions
to the autonomous driving world.

2.6 High Data-rate and Reliable Communication for High Speed Mobile
【Overview】
The 5G Utilization Projects will demonstrate the viability of high speed high quality
transmissions to high speed moving vehicles, including trains (Sect. 2.6.1), buses (Sect.
2.6.2) and aircraft and ships (Sect. 2.6.3)
5G’s special characteristics of ultra-high speeds, high quality, and low latency will offer
devices which are moving at high speeds high speed broadband services, as well as
management and monitoring services
New optimal services with applications can also be offered by integrating existing
wireless systems and new wireless systems. The ultimate aim is to show the merits of 5G
networks to both users of high speed vehicles as well as transportation firms.

2.6.1 Services for Railways
【Overview】
In order to offer high speed, high quality connections in areas where there are many
people and devices moving at high speeds, such as railways, it is necessary to build a
beaming network. By building a virtual cell network of broadband linear cells with a range
of a few kilometers each, which can manage the handover of mobile terminals moving at
high speeds and high quality can be ensured. High capacity content like 8K video, as well,
with beam controlled highly reliable parallel transmissions, can also be realized. This also
means that onboard equipment can be monitored in real time.

【Field】
⑨ Transport (Commute/Logistics)

【Support Technology】

Liner Cellularization ([1] 11.3.5), RAN Virtualization ([1] 11.3.8), Single Frequency
Network, Long distance fronthaul

【Evaluation Model (Use Cases)】

eMBB - Dense Urban, Urban Micro/Macro, Rural

【Trial Environment】
Railways (test lines)
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Fig. 2.6.1.1 Broadband services on public transportation systems (trains).

【Trial Schedule】

Year One: Project Planning
Year Two: Manufacturing/placing of instruments
Year Three: First half, construct verification trial areas. Second half, run the verification
trial

【Relevant Industries】

Railways, train manufacturers, maintenance firms, information distribution firms,
roadside unit vendors, MIC, MLIT, municipalities

【Projected Results】

Verification trials for high speed high quality transmissions for passengers. In addition,
applications for driverless vehicles and crime prevention test real time monitoring from
inside vehicles is a possibility

2.6.2 Services for Buses
【Overview】
5G is expected to provide high speed broadband services to passengers of public
transportation such as buses and trains, where large numbers of users are moving
together.
Demonstration trials will show how high-speed broadband can be offered inside vehicles,
by building 5G areas on public transportation lines and building 5G automotive UE (user
equipment) on the vehicles that go through the 5G area.
All users inside the vehicles will be able to access high speed broadband as well as highdefinition video (4K/8K), providing them to experience the wonders of 5G. Furthermore, a
built-in communication system will be offered inside of buses, collecting information about
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the bus or delivering business communications information will be collected inside bus and
management business correspondence will be proposed to public transportation agencies
when 5G is introduced.

Fig. 2.6.2.1 Bus services.

【Field】
⑨ Transport (Commute/Logistics), ② Entertainment (Games/Tourism)

【Support Technology】

MIMO or multiple antenna technologies ([1] 11.3.4), RAN deployment or is control
schemes ([1] 11.3.5), Backhaul technologies ([1] 12.4.3)

【Evaluation Model (Use Cases)】

eMBB - Dense Urban, Urban Micro/Macro, Rural

【Trial Environment】

Bus and train routes that are crowded due to events or busy school or work commute
routes, research areas, etc.

【Trial Schedule】

Year One: Verification plan and system specifications are decided.
Year Two: Manufacture test equipment and secure offered contents, and test in a mock
environment.
Year Three: Run integrated verification trials using actual equipment

【Relevant Industries】
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Public Transportation Agencies, Municipalities, Regional Development Organizations,
Content Providers, Advertising Agencies, Radio Wave R&D Trustee, Vendor Firms

【Projected Results】

Public transportation can be offered the opportunity to enjoy mobile broadband in a
moving vehicle, just like at home. In addition, the operational efficiency of transportation
firm can be improved by the management communications delivered at high speed and
internal vehicle data.
In addition, an expected effect is that data traffic’s positive offload inside the vehicle will
also avoid traffic congestion outside. With a view to the 2020, this system will provide the
experience the wonders of 5G to inbound passengers.

2.6.3 Services to Ships and Airplanes
【Overview】
Helicopters and airplanes, which move at fast speeds, will also be able to ultra-highspeed communications services, and can exchange high definition video while above the
ground.
High speed moving vehicles on the seas, such as luxury cruise ships and motor boats,
can also be offered high quality services at a better quality than what has been available
until now.

Fig. 2.6.3.1 Services to ships and aerial vehicles.

【Field】
② Entertainment (Games/Tourism), ④ Medical (Health/Welfare), ⑧ Smart Cities/Areas
(Construction/Maintenance), ⑨ Transport (Commute/Logistics)

【Support Technology】

3-D beam tracking to connect with high speed moving objects, ultra-high-speed wireless
network entry locations: Information of technical works related to MIMO or multiple
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antenna technologies ([1] 11.3.4), Information of technical works related to RAN
deployment or control schemes ([1] 11.3.5), wireless broadcasting to high speed vehicles,
broadcast data cache ultra-low latency, high efficiency, high definition video transmission
technology

【Evaluation Model (Use Cases)】

eMBB - Dense Urban, Urban Micro/Macro, Rural

【Trial Environment】

On the seas, areas on land with few buildings, around heliports

【Trial Schedule】

Year One: Create concrete service scenarios (run transmission simulations)
Year Two: Field trials for 5G transmissions using high speed moving vehicles
Year Three: Field trials using 5G transmission using ultra high speed moving vehicles

【Relevant Industries】




Medical and health care facilities, police agencies
Helicopters, airplane, and shipping firms
Video content distributors

【Projected Results】




Make ultra-high-speed, usable data transmission to air and sea transportation a
reality
Provide mobile heath care through emergency transportation vehicles such as
medical helicopters
Provide information support and strengthen security through the use of police
helicopters

2.6.4 Services on Public Transportation Vehicles Using Multiple Network
Systems
【Overview】
Offer optimal wireless communication system by utilizing a variety of transmission
network, together, such as delivering event highlights in high definition video (4K/8K) to
trains and train stations and street corners and cars and provide high-speed wireless
connections (WiFi, WiGig) to users of expressways and express trains. User confidence in
5G will increase as events become more enjoyable with its use.

【Field】
⑨ Transport (Commute/Logistics)

【Support Technology】

RAN deployment or is control schemes ([1] 11.3.5), RAN Virtualization ([1] 11.3.8),
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Fronthaul technologies ([1] 12.4.2), Backhaul technologies ([1] 12.4.3), Mobile Edge
Computing ([1] 12.5)

【Evaluation Model (Use Cases)】

eMBB - Dense urban, Urban Micro/Macro, Rural
URLLC - Urban Macro

【Trial Environment】

Research facilities (for example, Keihanna Science City, Yokosuka research park)
railways and roads and highways

【Trial Schedule】

Year One: Test environment with wireless apparatus and network apparatus to
simulate the actual uses with the basic functions to be offered.
Year Two: Test in a mock environment the equipment with integrated functions
Year Three: Integrated verification trials of different aspects of the technology using real
world services and at real world events

【Relevant Industries】

Public transportation firms, content providers, advertising agencies, event venues, R&D
researchers of radio waves

【Projected Results】

It would be difficult for 5G to meet its requirements as one singular system, so this new
wireless system must be integrated with older systems to be used effectively.
Demonstrations will show how the mobile communications infrastructure is significant in
the age of IoT, with the connection of many different services now and in the future a main
goal of 5G infrastructure.
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Fig. 2.6.4.1 Services for public transportation systems using a variety of networks.
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